
Confirmed: UDA Secretary General Veronica Maina is MOSSAD Spy-IMPOSTOR 

It is now official: UDA Secretary General Veronica Maina is a foreign-born MOSSAD Spy-

IMPOSTOR. This means that, a Foreign Power not only owns the DE FACTO Opposition 

party in Kenya, but they are also running the secretariat through their IMPOSTOR.


Currently, UDA is involved in massive recruitment drive countrywide, where peasants are 

paid to become members, and paid some more to claim they are not being paid.


Photos and videos of Kenyans turning out across the country to register as UDA 

members is very good OPTICS for the party.


The fact that UDA has sent its top Kenyan officials to conduct “seminars” away from 

Nairobi, while IMPOSTOR Veronica Maina runs the secretariat, can only mean one thing: 

MOSSAD does not want these Kenyan officials sniffing around, because they might 

become suspicious about certain goings on at the head office.


If these Kenyan UDA officials were involved in running the head office, they might start 

wondering:


- How can the party afford to be spending tens of millions of shillings daily, in these 

recruitment exercises, yet the general election is more than a year away?


- How come Ms Maina and her close associates - who must also be IMPOSTORS - know 

so many details about IEBC voter register?




- Why does Ms Maina and her close associates have total contempt for Kenya 

government officials? Where does she get this power?


The fact that the real owner of UDA is the Top Spy Agency in the world, and considering 

who this Spy Agency represents, it means that for this political party, money is not the 

problem. 


The problem is how to spend a lot of money, without appearing to be doing so.


That is why they can only trust their Spy-IMPOSTORS to run UDA secretariat - so that 

details about strategy, funding, spending etc. remain mysterious to everyone else.


What happens to those UDA candidates who supposedly “won” recent by-elections? 


Surely, it cannot be legal for a FOREIGN POWER to own a political party in Kenya?


VERONICA MAINA






The 5,000 Foreign-Born IMPOSTORS Sent to Kenya by a Foreign Power 

There are about 5,000 foreign-born IMPOSTORS living in Kenya. They were brought 

secretly to Kenya by the MOST POWERFUL SPY AGENCY in the world.


They have Kenyan names and speak Kenyan languages. They have blended so well into 

Kenyan society, without raising any suspicion, that some have even been elected to 

Parliament.


Their ultimate goal is to conquer Kenya, by having one of them become the President of 

Kenya. Other IMPOSTORS would be Cabinet Secretaries, Ambassadors etc.




Kenya would have been colonised without firing a single shot. Real Kenyans will become 

slaves, and yet the rest of the world wouldn’t be able to help, because they won’t know 

about it.


These 5,000 IMPOSTORS do various SABOTAGE activities under the radar, undetected 

by Kenyans. The jobs they do include:


1. Attending - in large numbers - political rallies hosted by DP and his allies and cheering, 

to make them appear to be popular on the ground;


2. Attending - in few numbers - political rallies of politicians seen as a threat to DP’s 

interests, and heckling, to make them appear to be unpopular on the ground;


3. Spying on targeted Kenyans;


4. Sabotaging businesses of patriotic Kenyans;


5. Popularising unpatriotic Kenyans, on the ground and online;


6. Slandering patriotic Kenyans, on the ground and online;


7. Blackmailing targeted patriotic Kenyans;


8. Popularising ANTI-KENYA policies, on the ground and online;


9. Misleading Kenyans about PRO-KENYA policies, on the ground and online;




10. Becoming embedded into certain targeted Kenyans - as business associates, friends, 

girlfriends/boyfriends or husbands/wives;


11. Using rumour and innuendo to cause suspicion and hate between different Kenyan 

tribes;


12. Being sent outside Kenya to act as just another Kenyan student/immigrant, and do 

the above 1-11 jobs on targeted Kenyans abroad.


Defending Kenya From Being Colonised Through The Backdoor 

The spy agency that brought these IMPOSTORS to Kenya has calculated that, their plan 

will be accomplished by first making DP president. This is because they embedded their 

IMPOSTORS into him long ago - e.g. his supposed “aide” Farouk Kibet.


To sabotage the spy agency’s evil mission in Kenya, and rescue Kenya from being 

colonised, is to make sure you don’t support the politician they want you to support - DP.


Supporting the government 100% will completely sabotage these IMPOSTORS’ plan to 

conquer Kenya. Supporting “The Handshake” politicians will completely ruin the spy 

agency’s anti-Kenya plot.







https://semaukweli.wordpress.com/
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